DACB Biography: Review Session

BIOGRAPHY REVIEW CHECKLIST

Please evaluate the biography in the following areas using the notations:

+ Well executed, generous information, well written

✓ Sufficient

– Insufficient

Give constructive criticism as you see fit in each category.

_____ Format: heading, paragraphs, notes, sources

_____ Sources: at least two (2), each one complete

Biographical information:

_____ Names, family of origin, location

_____ Important dates (birth, death, personal “landmark dates”: graduation, conversion, baptism, marriage)

_____ Education

_____ Spiritual life: conversion, baptism, ordination, etc.

_____ Personal characteristics: talents, skills, interests and passions, languages spoken

_____ Church affiliation(s)

_____ Ministry landmarks and details (with dates), areas affected

_____ Impact, influence, and significance (short term and long term)

_____ Any publications produced by the person

_____ Interesting anecdotes to spice up the story

Additional comments on the biography (be constructive!):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________